The global financial crisis which erupted in the United States instantaneously swept across Europe. Like the United States, the European Monetary Union (EMU) was ripe for a crash. It had its own real estate bubble, specifically in Ireland and Spain, indulged in excessive deficit spending, financially deregulated, and rapidly expanded credit. Policy responses and recovery patterns for key EU members like Germany, France (within the Eurozone) and the United Kingdom (outside the Eurozone) were similar. However, after the bubble burst and the crisis began unfolding it became clear that the Eurozone plight differed from America's in one fundamental respect. There was no exact counterpart of Eurozone GIIPS (Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain) in the United States. The disparity is traced to the EU's and Eurozone's special form of governance called "supranationality" (a partially sovereign transnational organization) that has been largely ignored in economic treatises about the costs and benefits of customs unions, economic communities, and monetary unions. EZ members have put themselves in a monetary cage, akin to the gold standard. Member states have surrendered control over their monetary and foreign exchange rate policies to the German dominated European Central Bank (ECB), without supplementary central fiscal, private banking and political union institutions. This should be enough in general competitive theory, but too often leads to factional and societal gridlock that compounds the misery, and could cause the EU to permanently and gravely underperform relative to community's "un-caged" potential. 
What Really Ails the Eurozone?: Faulty Supranational Architecture (Baldwin & Wyplosz, 2009; Bindi, 2010; Bomberg, Peterson & Corbett, 2012; Corbett, Jacobs, & Shackleton, 2011; Craig & De Búrca, 2007; McCormick, 2007; Pinder & Usherwood, 2008; Rifkin, 2004) .
The global financial crisis of 2008 and its aftermath have put EU visionaries on the defensive, but have not undermined the faith. It is universally acknowledged that the Eurozone's (EZ) architecture is defective, prompting calls for "more" Europe (Merkel 2012) and in some instance "less".
Should EU and/or EZ supranationality be adjusted?
The answer depends on the kind of transnationality members consider best. They can supplement the existing monetary union with a fiscal union like America's to forge a full economic union with superior macroeconomic characteristics. Or they could opt for "less Europe", also constructing a better community-wide macroeconomic system by downsizing the monetary union into a "coalition of the willing", with or without fiscal union. Each approach has pluses and minus that members will have to sort out normatively according to their scale of values.
Muddling through by refining the existing supranational fiscal regime is another option, but runs the danger of putting the EU on a dysfunctional "treadmill of reform", suggesting that EU leaders should return to basics. See, for example, (Schroeder, 1979, pp. 312-366) .
They should rethink the concept of supranationality to determine the precise form of transnational governance they prefer, and more broadly whether any form of supranationality is superior to creating a unified federal European nation state. An exercise of this sort was implicit in the EMU debates leading up to monetary union, but the results have not lived up to expectations.
It now seems clear with the benefit of hindsight that adopting a monetary union was premature; that EU prospects would have been greatly enhanced if monetary union had been preceded by fiscal union. It also seems to be true that monetary union without fiscal union is hazardous so that unless members are prepared to cede greater fiscal sovereignty to Brussels the entire EZ project must be drastically reformed and/or downsized. EU international policy is floundering too.
This essay offers a fresh framework for constructive debate. It investigates the historical roots of EU political culture, the concept of supranationality, reviews Europe's postwar successes and elucidates the intrinsic vulnerabilities of the transnational project. (Eichengreen, 2012, pp. 117-134; Feldstein, 2012, pp. 105-116; Mallaby and Wethington, 2012, pp.135-146; Moravcsik, 2012, pp. 54-68; Rajan, 2012, pp. 69-79; Razin & Rosefielde, 2012a; Razin & Rosefielde, 2012b; Rosefielde & Mills, 2012; Rosefielde & Zhou, 2012) .
II. EU Supranationality

III. EU Successes
The EU in many ways is an enormous success story. 
IV. Eurosclerosis
The European Union appears to be susceptible to two serious economic maladies: Eurosclerosis and supranational macroeconomic dysfunction. Eurosclerosis is a devitalizing disease caused by union-wide microeconomic over-regulation and over-taxation.
Brussels has sought to obviate the effects of big social democratic government with pro-competitive market initiatives, but the EU's anemic economic growth since the mid-1970s testifies to the fact that stepping on the gas doesn't eliminate the adverse effects of simultaneously slamming on the brakes. This ill-advised policy however has nothing to do with supranationality, except to the extent that the pro-competitive aspect of transnationality ameliorates the deadening effect of government overregulation. The intrusive visible hand is merely a contemporary manifestation of the age old struggle between free enterprise and state management that doesn't warrant further elaboration because it applies equally to national and supranational regimes.
V. Supranational Macroeconomic Dysfunction
The EU's macroeconomic plight is different because it is attributable in significant part to supranational rigidities that come into play when aspects of EU ar- 
VII. Political Failure
The EZ was hoisted on the tri-lemma retard because EU leaders failed to dispassionately consider the evidence in the preparatory phase prior to the Euro's launching Werner Report (1969), the Single European Act (1986), the Delores report (1989), the Maastricht treaty (1991) and the Stability and Growth Pact (1997) . Fleming (1962) and Mundell (1963) succinctly formulated the problem bedeviling the EZ in the form of a two-not-three tri-lemma more than a quarter century before the Euro was launched. See: (De Grauwe, 2000; Kenen, 1967; McKinnon, 1963; Mundell, 1961) .
They showed that countries seeking to form a monetary union can enjoy two, but only two desirable policy goals: 1) free international capital flows (connected with optimal fiscal policy), 2) potent monetary policy to stabilize output, employment, inflation and financial markets, and 3) exchange rate stability. The United States picked free capital mobility and monetary independence, letting their foreign exchange rate float.
China decided to retain its monetary independence and control its exchange rate, abandoning free capital flows, while the EZ selected a third way without adopting essential supranational fiscal institutions required to make any tri-lemma choice efficient. It mimicked the United States at the transnational level, accepting floating exchange rates for the euro, but at the national level failed to complement the selection with supportive fiscal and labor mobility regimes, leaving vulnerable nations like the GIIPS in a lurch. When times were good this didn't seem to matter, but when they turned bad, the euro became overvalued from the GIIPS perspective as investors fled to the German safe haven, and GIIPS export competitiveness plummeted.
The single currency choice which works for America didn't for the EZ because of supranationality, the omitted variable in the tri-lemma discourse. The trilemma solution for the PIIGS saddled them with three bads: no independent monetary policy, no independent exchange rate policy, and fiscal paralysis(due to excessive debt), while Germany and other current account surplus members retain free capital flows, a supranational monetary policy tailored to their needs, and an appreciating currency that they desire. See (Razin and Rosefielde, 2012 c) .
VIII. Road to Crisis
The macroeconomic perils of Eurozone supranationality were evident long before the Euro was The situation was dire, compounded by the Euro straitjacket. Nonetheless, the initial response of strong EZ members was to treat the disorder as a liquidity problem occasioned by the shock of the American financial crisis. EU leaders after meeting in 15-20 summit conferences and crafting 3-5 rescue plans with scant positive effect still repeatedly assert that a series of emergency loans, and adjustment of ECB lending requirements will do the trick, but the claim is becoming increasingly suspect. The GIIPS crisis seems to be intensifying and metastasizing.
IX. Macro Economic Framework
This isn't surprising because the EU and the EZ have been in a state of fundamental disequilibrium for a decade that either required frictionless competitive adjustment or deft trans-union macroeconomic coordination. Given sticky wages and other impediments that cause inadequate aggregate effective demand and involuntary unemployment, member states and supranational authorities are obligated to devise potent counter-depression monetary, fiscal, financial and regulatory policies to promote recovery, low inflation, full employment, robust economic growth and even social justice. Supranationality from this perspective is supposed to be innocuous, but it isn't because the institutional framework has fostered a stealthy political economic culture where members struggle for national advantage behind the rhetoric of transnational duty, frustrating efficient macro policymaking, while encouraging speculative assaults. The market understands that it can force monetary union countries' sovereigns into default because the ECB is reluctant to serve as lender of last recourse. Non-EZ members like the UK are in a stronger position because they have independent monetary policies. This is why Angela Merkel presses the "more" Europe theme. She believes (wishes) that members will accept enough increased centralized authority to create a macroeconomically efficient EU. There is no reason to doubt that centralization might have macroeconomic benefits. However, this carrot may not be enough to carry the day, and of course as America's financial crisis experience demonstrates, cannot be considered a panacea. Likewise, although the new European financial stability facility is 1 trillion Euros, the amount remains small relative to needs and activation is contingent on adopting austerity policies that are unlikely to be implemented.
X. The Case for More Europe
Ultimately, of course, if supranational policy reforms prove insufficient sentiment for fiscal union requiring explicit delegation of financial authority from members to Brussels is likely to increase, but such an initiative still is unlikely to carry the day because antinational unionist continue to believe that the gain isn't worth the pain.
The outcome thus is hardly a foregone conclusion. PIIGS and other members while grudgingly accepting some conditionality as a temporary palliative in times of crisis, adamantly oppose any permanent ceding of their fiscal sovereignty to Brussels beyond those powers granted in the Lisbon Treaty amending the Maastricht Treaty and the Treaty of Rome. Consequently, while nothing precludes "more Europe, " any advance in this direction will be an arduous and protracted undertaking.
XI. Monetary Cage
The EU's implicit rejection of substantially "more Europe" properly understood means that EZ members have put themselves in a supranational cage, not unlike the gold standard. Member states have surrendered control over their monetary and foreign exchange rate policies to the German dominated European Central Bank (ECB), without supplementary central fiscal, private banking and political union institutions. They can neither devalue nor inflate national currencies that they no longer possess, and they cannot count on timely supranational crisis assistance from strong brethren. Adjustments to shocks therefore come down to painful internal price and wage deflation haphazardly ameliorated by the kindness of strangers and bottom-fishing speculators. This should be enough in general competitive theory, but too often leads to factional and societal gridlock that compound the misery, and could cause the EU to permanently and gravely underperform relative to community's "un-caged" potential.
The GIIPS plight is instructive. Politicians in these countries cannot bring themselves to cease deficit spending and reduce national debt. Their desires have been partly accommodated by loans from strong members, but the assistance is incommensurate with the PI-IGS' appetite to overspend, compelling their leaders to take various ill-advised measures. They issue sovereign debt until interest rates rise to ruinous levels, or buyers flee the market. They borrow from private domestic banks until they succeed in bankrupting this segment of the financial sector. And when all else fails, they resort to "haircuts, " refusing to repay their obligations and sticking "some other guy" with the debt baby.
The GIIPS predictably deny that their excess deficit spending is premeditated; that they prefer to live permanently beyond their means at others' expense, depicting themselves instead as victims of circumstance.
They contend that if investments hadn't soured, debt service costs hadn't risen, or creditors had been more 
XII. Macroeconomic Indeterminism
Fiscally conservative EU members reject these excuses, but there is little that can be done. They cannot deny that further deficit spending might spur employment and growth because the strategy has become an article of faith for many macro-theorists and political leaders across the globe. They cannot gainsay the claim that flexible exchange rates and independent monetary policies would have offered GIIPS more opportunities for stimulating positive Keynesian multiplier effects at home and abroad. All they can do is chastise, exhort, plead and assert their version of macroeconomic orthodoxy against the GIIPS' variant. There undoubtedly is some truth to worst case scenarios of financial collapse, hyper-depression and perpetual stagnation, but no one is listening.
XIII. Economic Union
This partly reflects a failure to recognize that a stable and It is too late to alter the EU project's development path, but the second best option remains. Leaders can start the process of fiscal union building whenever they choose. However, there has been little discussion of the matter yet because many members remain wedded to EU supranationalism in its present form and are reluctant to surrender more sovereignty to Brussels.
XIV. Political Expediency
The course of least resistance under these circumstances is expediency. Anti-full economic unionist sentiment remains too strong to easily achieve fiscal union and macroeconomic theory is too malleable to hold 
XV. New Normal
The cunning of the invisible hand could make this hodgepodge of contradictions work in a crude sense.
Aggregate effective demand could improve and unemployment could be pared. The danger of an adverse new normal however is also real. A long series of false recoveries, combined with negative returns to saving could depress economic activity for decades. The EU is displaying signs of disorientation which may be heralding a dyspeptic age.
XVI. Shadow Boxing
The EU's performance potential is severely constrained by political and ideological obfuscation. Leaders have This is a trap. EU statesmen should take stock of community as it is, and is likely to be, not as they hope.
Greece isn't the fundamental problem. It is the EU's prevailing form of supranationality. If fiscal policy reform doesn't suffice, leaders should quickly grasp the nettle by revising EU supranationality with either more or less Europe as community politics dictate.
XVII. A Look Towards the Future
The substantive issue moving forward therefore is whether members are sufficiently dissatisfied with muddling through that they are willing to reform or ditch supranationality. Inertia favors doing nothing fundamental. Resistance to replacing member governance with unified federal rule is likely to be insurmountable now that the bloom is off the rose, while German and French authorities will be charier than What Really Ails the Eurozone?: Faulty Supranational Architecture ever of ceding ultimate control over the purse to supranational bodies. The EMU's inflexible supranational architecture is the patchwork result of contradictory goals and political interests, and pure institutional design. Any changes made therefore only are apt to improve flexibility at the margin rather than functioning as a viable surrogate for a unified state. As such reform may deter or mitigate crises in some instances, but shouldn't prevent them. Politics has been in command from the beginning, and continues to take precedence over economic potential and performance.
Still, improvements are possible. In the redesigning of the EMU, a European-wide bank deposit insurance and single bank-regulation authority should be considered as a means to prevent Europe financial contagion which is spreading across the Southern European countries.
A banking union would be desirable, even though it requires greater political integration, and may be achievable if the generosity of social benefits across Europe is leveled as the Dutch and Germans prefer.
The EU has wrought substantial political benefits including the democratization of new members and intra-European major war avoidance, but EMU architecture is comparatively inefficient, bubble prone and inordinately subject to systemic risk. This package may be good enough for supporters of the welfare state, but emulators should weigh the evidence more judiciously.
A greater political union is critical for the preservation of the European monetary union. But, a greater political union is hard to structure between sovereign nations with vastly conflicting interests.
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